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Nowadays designer watches are a huge craze. Every fashionable men and women are having
designer timepieces in their wardrobes. In fact, all fashionistas are wearing them to make a fashion
statement. Putting these watches on the wrists and walking in malls, parties and other social events
have become a trend. If you want to be a trendsetter, all that you need to do is buy Michele watches
from an online store with few clicks of mouse. 

First let us peep into the history of this designer brand. It is a three-generation watch making
company. Maurice Barough first started the company in Geneva. Being an experienced
watchmaker, he taught the trade of making Michele watches to his son, Jack.  Maurice's son later
on moved to the states to set up shop. Michele is Jack's daughter from whom the company derived
its name.

CSX Diamond was the first watch from the brand and that was just the beginning. A lot of
phenomenal creations came from this company later on. Some of the popular styles of Michele
watches from which you can take your pick are Deco Noir MWW06A000700. It is a stunning piece
from the Blanc and Noir collection. The quartz battery movement used in the watch is absolutely
precise. It has a unique black enamel dial that comes with a k-1 mineral crystal. The bracelet comes
in black patent leather and a black PVD hard coating case.

Among the other collections from which you can take your pick is Caber Classic MWW16A000038.
It is available in a mother of pearl dial and a scratch resistant sapphire crystal. The case and
bracelet is made of stainless steel and is gold plated.

The company has gained great success due to their philosophy, integrity, quality and looks.
However, if Michele is not your choice you can even go for Tag Heur.  It is a Swiss luxury watch
brand that is known for its chronographs and sports watches. This watch brand is committed to craft
only quality and unique timepieces.

Once you come across any Tag Heuer timepiece their bold and big dimensions will mesmerize you.
The watches are known for their precision and accurate functions. Some of the Tag Heuer Watches
even comes with waterproof features. Many leading celebrities and sportsmen have sported the
watches.  Exquisite materials such as mother of pearl, diamonds, and 18 carat gold are used when
designing these timeless fashion accessories. The ladies watches are demure and elegant in
comparison to the menâ€™s watches.

So, what are you waiting for? Just go ahead and get a mesmerizing timepiece for yourself. These
Tag Heuer Watches are available online. Just a few clicks of the mouse and you will be able to
make your purchase.
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Find classic timepieces only at a www.lesliewatch.com if you are keen on buying a Michele watches
or a Tag Heuer Watches. Lesliewatch is an authorized dealer of these watches. So, you can be
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assured of buying the original ones instead of the fake watches that are available in the market.
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